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Abstract

In this conference proceeding we examine a correlation between the afterglow luminosity (measured
at restframe 200 s; log L200s) and average afterglow decay rate (measured from restframe 200 s onwards;
α>200s) found in the optical/UV and X-ray afterglows of long duration Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs). We
explore how the parameters in the optical/UV and X-ray bands relate to each other and to the prompt
emission phase. We conclude that the correlations are consistent with a common mechanism producing
GRBs and their afterglows, regardless of their precise temporal behaviour. However, a basic afterglow
model has difficulty explaining correlations involving α>200s. We briefly discuss alternative models.
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1. Introduction

We explore a correlation in Gamma-ray burst (GRB)
afterglows between the logarithmic optical/UV bright-
ness (log L200s; measured at restframe 200 s and at a
restframe wavelength 1600 Å), and average decay rate
(α>200s; measured with a single power-law to the after-
glow light curve from restframe 200 s onwards) (Oates
et al. 2012). This correlation suggests the brightest op-
tical/UV afterglows decay more quickly on average com-
pared to fainter optical/UV afterglows.

We wish to determine if this correlation is also ob-
served in the X-ray and determine how it relates to the
prompt emission. This conference proceeding provides a
summary of this analysis, which is presented in full in
Racusin et al. 2016 and Oates et al. 2015.

2. Sample Selection and Data Analysis

The X-ray light curve sample consists of 237 long GRBs,
detected by the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (here-
after Swift ; Gehrels et al. 2004) between December 2004
and March 2014. All light curves were converted to lu-
minosity at 1 keV. All light curve fitting is performed in

count rate (for more details see Racusin et al. 2016).

The optical/UV sample consists of 48 long GRBs, ob-
served between April 2005 and December 2010. Each
optical light curve was converted to luminosity at a wave-
length of 1600 Å (see Oates et al. 2012 for details).

For each GRB, we interpolated the optical/UV lumi-
nosity at 200 s using data between 100 and 2000 s and we
measured the X-ray luminosity at 200 s from the best-fit
light curve model (e.g., Racusin et al. 2009). To obtain
α>200s, we fit a power-law to each optical/UV and X-ray
light curve using data from 200 s onwards.

An initial steep decay (e.g., the tail of the prompt
emission Zhang et al., 2006) may contaminate some X-
ray light curves e.g., they have a steep to shallow transi-
tion with ∆α > 1.0. We find this contamination in 8 of
the 237 X-ray light curves at restframe 200 s. In these 8
GRBs, the average decay index is measured with a simple
power-law fit to data beyond restframe 200 s and after
the steep to shallow transition. To estimate the after-
glow luminosity at restframe 200 s, we extrapolate back
to restframe 200 s the first segment of the best-fit light
curve that is not contaminated by the prompt emission
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Fig. 1. X-ray average decay - luminosity correlation. Solid line: best

fit regression. Dashed line: 2σ deviation. This figure is repro-

duced from Fig. 9 of Racusin et al. 2016.

(see Racusin et al. 2016).

For 47 GRBs of the optical/UV sample, we determine
the prompt emission parameter, the isotropic γ-ray en-
ergy Eiso, following Racusin et al. 2009.

3. Results

We find a correlation between log LX,200s and αX,>200s.
To test the influence the light curve features, plateaus
and flares, have on the scatter and the origin of the cor-
relation, we split the sample and redo the analysis; see
Table 1 and Fig. 1. Sub-samples of GRBs with and with-
out X-ray flares have similar correlation strengths and
slopes, but slightly more scatter is seen in the sample
with flares. To reduce the scatter on the full sample we
remeasure log LX,200s and αX,>200s excluding the flares
from the X-ray light curves.

Dainotti et al., 2010 discovered a relationship be-
tween the duration of and flux at the end of the X-
ray plateau. This could be another manifestation of
log LX,200s−αX,>200s correlation. Separating X-ray light
curves into those with and without plateaus, we find
the log LX,200s − αX,>200s correlation is significant in
both samples (Table 1). This suggests the log LX,200s −
αX,>200s correlation does not require specific light curve
features to be present, unlike the Dainotti relation, and
that plateaus are not solely responsible for regulating the
average afterglow decay.

We now compare the parameters from the optical/UV
and X-rays, with each other and with Eiso, restricting the
sample to the 48 GRBs common to the optical/UV and
X-ray samples; see Table 2. Reproducing the log L200s

versus α>200s with the 48 GRBs, we find the linear re-
gressions for the optical/UV and X-ray correlations are
consistent at 1σ. Strong correlations are also observed
when correlating the luminosities in both frequencies and
the decay indices in both frequencies.
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Fig. 2. The average X-ray temporal decay (αX,>200s) and aver-

age X-ray spectral energy index (βX) compared with log LX,200s

(colour scale). The high luminosity (redder) points are roughly

consistent with wind-like environments. This figure is reproduced

from Fig. 15 of Racusin et al. 2016.

Comparison of the optical/UV and X-ray luminosity
with log Eiso indicates strong correlations and the lin-
ear regressions are consistent to within 1σ. Comparing
log Eiso with αO,>200s and αX,>200s we find the linear
regressions for these correlations are consistent, but the
strength of the correlations are slightly weaker compared
to that between luminosity and log Eiso.

4. Discussion

The correlations between L200s, α>200s and Eiso indicate
that the brightest GRBs have the fastest decaying after-
glows and the largest prompt emission energies.

We performed a Monte Carlo simulation, using 104

trials, to investigate if these observed correlations are
consistent with the predictions of the standard afterglow
model. For each trial, we simulate the parameters for 48
GRBs (see Oates et al. 2015 for details) and determine
the linear regression and Spearman rank coefficient. The
results of the simulation are given in Table 3.

The Monte Carlo simulation predicts relationships
between log LO,200s & log LX,200s and αO,>200s versus
αX,>200s, which are consistent with our observed cor-
relations. Similarly, the relationship between log Eiso

and log L200s is also predicted in the standard afterglow
model, but the observed linear regression slope is less
steep than predicted by the simulation. Furthermore,
the relationships between log L200s, log Eiso and α>200s

are not expected in the standard afterglow model and
are not predicted by the simulations. Since the standard
afterglow does not succeed in fully predicting all of our
observed correlations, it is likely that a more complex
outflow model is required.



Sample Parameters Spearman Null Partial Null Best fit linear regression Number
x-axis y-axis Rank Hypothesis Spearman Hypothesis Slope Constant in

Rank Sample

Flares log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.58 � 10−6 0.56 � 10−6 0.30+0.07
−0.06 −7.91+1.84

−2.17 134

No Flares log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.59 � 10−6 0.64 � 10−6 0.28+0.03
−0.04 −7.27+1.28

−1.01 103

Plateau log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.58 � 10−6 0.55 � 10−6 0.26+0.05
−0.06 −6.81+1.84

−1.43 156
No Plateau log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.57 � 10−6 0.61 � 10−6 0.26+0.06

−0.05 −6.82+1.60
−1.83 81

Final log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.59 � 10−6 0.59 � 10−6 0.27+0.04
−0.04 −6.99+1.23

−1.11 237

Table 1. For the GRB X-ray light curves, this table contains: the Spearman rank correlation coefficient with its associated null hypothesis;

the coefficient of the partial Spearman rank with its associated null hypothesis; the slope and constant values provided by the best fit

linear regression. The final column gives the number of GRBs in a sample. Table is adapted from Table 2 in Racusin et al. 2016.

Parameters Spearman Rank Null Partial Null —Best fit linear regression—
x-axis y-axis Coefficient Hypothesis Spearman Rank Hypothesis Slope Constant

log LO,200s log LX,200s 0.81 (0.05) 5.26 × 10−12 0.70 2.85 × 10−8 0.91 ± 0.22 1.04 ± 6.94
αO,>200s αX,>200s 0.77 (0.07) 1.10 × 10−10 0.75 1.27 × 10−9 0.97 ± 0.10 0.25 ± 0.09
log LO,200s αO,>200s 0.58 (0.11) 1.90 × 10−5 0.50 2.85 × 10−4 0.28 ± 0.04 −7.72 ± 1.31
log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.69 (0.09) 8.03 × 10−8 0.63 1.58 × 10−6 0.26 ± 0.05 −6.71 ± 1.39
log Eiso αO,>200s 0.54 (0.12) 9.05 × 10−5 0.44 1.96 × 10−3 0.21 ± 0.05 −10.22 ± 2.57
log Eiso αX,>200s 0.57 (0.11) 3.12 × 10−5 0.47 8.70 × 10−4 0.21 ± 0.04 −9.60 ± 2.16
log Eiso log LO,200s 0.76 (0.06) 4.51 × 10−10 0.66 4.59 × 10−7 1.09 ± 0.13 −25.27 ± 6.92
log Eiso log LX,200s 0.83 (0.05) 5.04 × 10−13 0.76 4.78 × 10−10 1.10 ± 0.15 −27.81 ± 7.89

Table 2. For the 48 GRBs we provide the same statistics as described in Table 1 for each pair of parameters. In addition, we provide the 1σ

error of the Spearman rank coefficient. Table is a adapted from Table 2 of Oates et al. 2015.

Parameters Simulated Spearman —Best fit linear regression—
x-axis y-axis Rank Coefficient Slope Constant

log LO,200s log LX,200s 0.92 ± 0.0 0.82 ± 0.0 3.76 ± 1.25
αO,>200s αX,>200s 0.74 ± 0.0 1.10 ± 0.1 0.04 ± 0.17
log LO,200s αO,>200s 0.30 ± 0.14 0.04 ± 0.02 −0.31 ± 0.65
log LX,200s αX,>200s 0.20 ± 0.14 0.04 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.78
log Eiso αO,>200s 0.06 ± 0.15 0.03 ± 0.06 −0.32 ± 2.91
log Eiso αX,>200s 0.09 ± 0.15 0.04 ± 0.06 −0.76 ± 3.13
log Eiso log LO,200s 0.51 ± 0.11 4.43 ± 1.03 −200.76 ± 54.10
log Eiso log LX,200s 0.54 ± 0.11 3.28 ± 0.71 −142.22 ± 37.33

Table 3. The Spearman rank coefficient and linear regression pa-

rameters as predicted by the synchrotron model for a sample of

48 GRBs, computed with a Monte Carlo simulation of 104 trials.

Table is a reproduction of Table 1 from Oates et al. 2015.

4.1. Alternative Models

We suggest three models that may reproduce the ob-
served correlations. The first is that perhaps there is
a mechanism or parameter that controls the amount of
energy given to and distributed during the prompt and
afterglow phases and that also regulates the afterglow de-
cay rate. So for events with the largest γ-ray isotropic en-
ergy, the energy given to the afterglow is released quickly,
resulting in a bright, rapidly decaying afterglow.

Alternately, the correlations could be due to geometry.
Jets viewed off-axis may have fainter, slower decaying
afterglows and lower Eiso compared to GRBs viewed on-
axis (Panaitescu et al. 2008), (Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2005).

Lastly, the circumburst environment may affect the
log L200s − α>200s correlation. The closure relations re-
late α to the spectral index β. These relations depend
on the environment, hence we may expect GRBs with

the highest luminosities to cluster in α−β space. In the
X-rays (see Fig. 2) the highest luminosity GRBs tend
toward the lines demarcating the r−2 wind environment
(see also De Pasquale et al. 2013), but no correlation is
observed in the optical/UV (Oates et al. 2012).
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